Review of Piano Trio concert 13 Oct 2021

Music
Dmitri Makhtin (violin), Kyril Zlotnikov (cello) and Julian Trevelyan (piano).
Heard: 13/10, Stadsgehoorzaal, Leiden.

Incredibly credible
LEIDEN What this trio accomplished on Wednesday evening in a packed Aalmarkt hall

again borders on unimaginably shocking, yes, perfect interplay that makes hearts
shrink. And to think that pianist Julian Trevelyan flew in a few days ago to replace
Plamena Mangova.
The piano trios no. 2, in E by Shostakovich (from 1944) and in D by Sergei
Rachmaninov (1893) are therefore about death and destruction, bittersweet
memories, mourning, about inevitable fate. And what better way to heal those
feelings, bring them to life than on the colourful keyboard in combination with violin
and cello? With string instruments that sing from their soul.
Despair
The alienation is immediately apparent with the first chillingly high whistles of the
cello, which represents the upper voice in a gripping, still canon. A moving movement
(Andante) that is taken over by a complaining violin, then the keyboard from the
depths, in a wry dance that drips with despair.
In the Allegro con Brio, an imaginary, razor-sharp attacking conversation develops
with Shostakovich's great friend from childhood, who died at the age of 42, Ivan
Ivanovich Sollertinsky. A dialogue as if in an expanding universe, expanding,
challenging, imploding, starting again with strokes like whiplashes. On the heavy
falling, stiffly sustained piano chords, violin and cello communicate like human voices,
weeping, lamenting, while the shovels of sand (piano) flop low in the ground on the
coffin.
A cacophony of infernal dissonances follows, in which the passionate cellist, groping
deep in the strings, leans slightly to the grand piano to give the measure some space.
Until the return to the present announces itself in the solemn breathing of the Largo
and the enchanting whistle tones from the origin of this blood-curdling beautifully
played 'Requiem'. The Jewish Kaddish lingers bittersweet.
Tragedy
Rachmaninov, who lived half a century earlier, can't quite compete with that, even if
the romantically compelling tragedy grabs you again here. The virtuosity, coupled
with an enormous sense of intensity and drama, makes all the resonance spaces in
the head and chest vibrate.
That slightly moving keynote above which were the four chromatic downwards
throughout the opus; the sparkling fountains of light against the overwhelming
harmonies; the prominent, imposing presence of the keyboard; the dynamic contrasts
of defiance to introverted beauty send shivers down your spine. The conversation
these three conduct in memoriam Sergei's idol Tchaikovsky is unimaginably
believable.
Lidy van der Spek
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